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Despite the challenges brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, Last year was a great year for 

businesses in the United States. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 2021, 5.4 million new 

business applications were filed. That exceeded the previous record set in 2020, at 4.4 million 

new business applications. New businesses, as well as existing ones that are expanding, may 

have volume hiring needs to fill their workforce. In August 2021, CNBC reported there were 1 

million more job openings than people looking for work.

What will 2022 bring? As we emerge from the pandemic, many companies are ramping up 

operations and growing their businesses. How can your company address volume hiring needs 

among a competitive hiring landscape? Contracting and contract-to-hire roles can widen your 

talent pool, help you attract diverse talent and enable you to fill your available positions so you 

can get to work more quickly.

In this whitepaper, we address:

• What causes volume hiring needs

• What risks understaffing poses

• What defines contract and contract-to-hire roles

• How contract and contract-to-hire positions can help meet volume hiring needs

• Tips for successfully hiring contract and contract-to-hire professionals

If your business is new to hiring contract 
workers, or you need to fill positions quickly 

and aren’t sure where to start, use this 
guide to learn how contract workers and 
contract-to-hire professionals can help.
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• Company Expansion: When a business introduces a new product or service line, 

lands a big client or expands into a new geographic location, that may require the 

addition of a new, large team.

• Revenue Growth: When a company experiences revenue growth, that may provide 

a bigger budget and a greater need to add more people to maintain growth and 

momentum.

• Great Resignation: During the Great Resignation companies are seeing mass 

attrition causing a need to increase hiring to new levels and in many cases over hiring 

where they forecast turnover to eliminate disruption in business continuity. 

• Cost Savings: Companies that want to save money in the hiring process may use 

a volume hiring approach to screen more candidates in a shorter amount of time. 

Mass recruitment can save time, which in turn saves money. 

• Improving Brand Sentiment: Volume hiring, in some cases, can provide public 

relations benefits. When a large number of roles at a business are available at once, 

that can provide indirect marketing benefits and improve a brand’s visibility among 

job candidates and within the company’s industry.

• Busy Season: When a business is approaching a period of time where it’s expected 

to have high customer demand, the company may need to hire many people at once 

to meet those needs.

While volume hiring can provide benefits to a company,  
businesses may also encounter challenges along the way.

What Causes 
Volume Hiring Needs?
Volume hiring, also known as mass recruitment, is the process of recruiting, screening and ultimately 

hiring candidates on a large scale in a shorter amount of time compared to traditional hiring practices. 

In some cases, volume hiring may involve hiring hundreds of applicants within a specific time-frame.  

That requires sifting through potentially thousands of applications to find the right candidate matches.

There are several situations where a company might encounter the need or desire for  

mass recruitment/volume hiring. These include:
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The cost of a bad hire is at least of the individual’s  
first-year earnings.30%

Volume hiring challenges

Constraints
on resources

Candidate
Disengagement

Talent
Quality

When you’re hiring many people 

at once, that requires recruitment 

and hiring resources to source 

talent, screen resumes and 

interview candidates. The stress 

and pressure that come from the 

need to hire many people quickly 

can make the hiring process less 

accurate and less effective in  

terms of identifying and  

securing top talent.

Companies that need to hire 

quickly may sacrifice talent 

quality if they don’t execute due 

diligence on skills and experience. 

In an effort to hire and onboard 

candidates in a short amount of 

time, low-quality candidates may 

slip through and get hired.

A volume hiring process that’s 

disorganized or that goes on 

too long can cause qualified 

candidates to drop out of 

the process. According to 

research from CareerBuilder, 

31% of employers have lost 

candidates during the hiring 

process because the background 

screening alone took too long.

With volume hiring, the risks are even most costly, because you’re hiring more people compared to single-

hire scenarios. Companies that want to avoid the challenges and risks volume hiring poses may avoid mass 

recruitment, even when they want to grow their businesses. That could be detrimental in terms of business 

potential and losing out on customer share to competitors. Plus, in many cases, volume hiring is unavoidable  

due to business demands. When understaffing occurs, it can seriously impact business results.

According to data from the U.S. Department of Labor:
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Businesses that experience understaffing may encounter a whole other set of potential problems, challenges 

and risks. Many businesses today are currently experiencing understaffing, as an October 2021 survey of 11,000 

workers in the U.S. found half of respondents reported their companies as being understaffed.

Understaffing poses risks like the following:  The CNBC|Momentive survey mentioned above found 43%  

of employees whose companies are understaffed have considered quitting their job in the past 3 months.  

Often, workers for understaffed employers are stretched too thin or take on responsibilities that aren’t in  

their job descriptions.

How understaffing affects companies

Issues like these will ultimately lead to higher business 

costs. Worse, understaffing can cause long-term 

damage to company sentiment that may take years to 

recover from, both in terms of how customers view a 

company and in terms of how talented candidates view 

the employer.

Volume hiring can prevent understaffing issues in the 

short-term. But mass recruitment efforts will only be 

successful long-term if they’re strategic based on best 

practices and they’re executed properly.

Hiring for contract and contract-to-hire roles can help 

your company address understaffing issues and avoid 

the pitfalls that come with volume hiring. Compared 

to permanent full-time employees, contract contract 

workers and contract-to-hire workers can increase 

the quality of your business production. They can also 

minimize risk in the hiring process and solve your 

immediate staffing needs.

45% 
of understaffed workers 
describe their company’s  

morale as poor or fair.
 

That’s compared to just 

22% 
of those who say  

their workplaces are  
adequately staffed.

Understaffed and overstretched 
workforces can lead to:

• Increased levels of stress

• Higher employee turnover

• Worsened company sentiment

• Increased injuries

• Higher incidence of illnesses

• More missed deadlines

• Higher costs due to delays

• Higher risk of cybersecurity crimes

• Decreased customer satisfaction

• Decreases in revenue
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Contract and contract-to-hire roles are designed for professionals to work in them for an agreed-upon 

timeframe between the employer and the contract employee. In a contract-to-hire role, there’s an expectation 

that once the agreed-upon timeframe reaches completion, the company will evaluate the professional as a job 

candidate for a full-time employee position. Contract and contract-to-hire roles typically differ from full-time 

employee positions in several ways.

These include:

What Characterizes 
Contract and  
Contract-to-hire
Roles?

Full-time employees typically 

receive benefits, including paid time 

off, health insurance and retirement 

benefits. Contract workers may not 

receive these benefits, depending 

on the terms in their contract.

Full-time positions don’t have a 

defined employment end date. 

Contract contract positions have a 

defined employment duration. The 

employee has full knowledge of 

their expected end date or the date 

where the employer will consider 

them for full-time employment. 

The scope of the job for a full-

time employee may be much 

broader compared to a contract 

worker’s job description. Contract 

workers are often brought in to 

support specific large projects or 

to carry out specific tasks, such as 

consulting a business.

Contract workers and contract-to-hire professionals give companies the opportunity 

to do a “trial run” on those employees before hiring them full-time. For companies with 

a limited budget or that want to test out an employee before offering them a full-time 

position, contract and contract-to-hire roles provide efficient solutions.
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The fallout from the pandemic upended diverse industries and the organizations within them around the globe. 
The disruption extends to includes how professionals are approaching work and what they want from a career.

The pandemic brought on the Great Resignation, which continues to maintain momentum well into 2022.  
In February 2022, 4.4 million people quit their jobs, at a rate of 2.9% of workers in the U.S.

In March 2022, Pew Research Center reported on why so many people are leaving their jobs.  
The top reasons, with the percentage of Americans who cited those reasons, were:

How  
contract roles fit in
With Today’s Job Landscape

63%
Pay was  
too low

63%
No opportunities 
for advancement

57%
Felt disrespected 

at work

Contract positions offer benefits to workers who want to fix issues like these in their professional lives.  

Contract positions may:

Offer higher compensation compared to 
professionals’ previous positions

Give contract workers new experiences they  
can add to a resume, which can help them  
grow their careers

Offer career insights that enable professionals  
to learn more about what they want out of  
their work lives

Provide flexibility for workers to also “test out” the 
company, by taking on a short-term position that 
enables them to learn about the company culture 
and evaluate relationships among the workforce

Companies that offer contract positions provide full-time professionals who are looking for new 
opportunities in the Great Resignation something different to consider. With the competitive job demand, 
workers who want to explore new career possibilities may look to contract positions for flexibility and the 
ability to learn new skills and industry expertise.

8
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At AccruePartners, we specialize in acquiring talent for contract and contract-to-hire roles in a variety of industries. 
The following are examples of how contract workers can support full-time teams or fill positions during volume 
hiring in the areas AccruePartners has expertise in.

Examples of
Contract Workers
in Diverse Industries

Accounting and Finance

Accounting and finance contract workers and financial 
services contract workers can fill volume hiring 
needs during busy periods, like tax season. These 
professionals can also help support big projects,  
like audits or branch expansions.

Information Technology

In information technology, contract workers can  
work on large projects like data migration, technology 
implementation or cybersecurity investigations.  
They can help launch technology initiatives in new 
geographic locations.

Marketing, Digital and Creative

Creative, digital and marketing contract workers can 
work on big campaigns or during busy seasons like the 
holidays. When new locations open up, contract workers 
in these specialties can create strategies to launch new 
markets and provide hiring insights for other marketing 
and creative positions to build new teams.

Human Resources

Human resources contract workers can help new 
businesses establish company guidelines and assist 
with volume hiring processes. Businesses that are 
expanding into new territories or countries can work 
with contract human resources contract workers  
to launch successfully.

Corporate Support

Corporate support contract workers can help 
companies scale their businesses as they add new 
team members, including those in the C-Suite.  
For businesses that want to grow but don’t have the 
people-power, contract workers in corporate support 
can help ramp up operations.
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1 Contract and contract-to-hire workers pose less risk

With contract and contract-to-hire roles, you’re in 

charge of the timeline in which you employ the worker. 

Beyond the agreed-upon timeframe in the contract,  

you have no obligation to retain the worker. There are 

no surprises, since timelines are explicitly outlined in 

the contract.

This arrangement provides unique advantages, 

including:

If you want to let the worker go, it’s easy to do so 

once the contract ends. With a permanent employee, 

terminating employment may present various 

legal considerations. It also may result in negative 

sentiment for your company, which could spread to the 

terminated employee’s professional network.

Contrastingly, contract workers can become powerful 

referrers for your business, even when you choose 

to let them go at the end of the contract instead of 

retaining their services. By upholding your end of the 

contract, a contract worker may positively promote 

your company and its contract opportunities to others.

Contract workers buy your company time to find the 

right fit if the contract worker isn’t it. You still get 

production from the contract worker in the meantime 

as you search for someone who’s a better match 

for a permanent position. Contract workers provide 

immediate solutions that give you time to optimize your 

long-term strategy.

With contract and contract-to-hire workers, if the work 

quality doesn’t meet your standards long-term, it’s 

easier to break ties and move on compared to hiring a 

permanent full-time employee who doesn’t work out. 

Cutting ties with a contract worker is far less complex 

and potentially less negative compared to letting go of 

a permanent employee.

What Are the Benefits of 
Contract and  
Contract-to-Hire  
Professionals for Volume Hiring?
Volume hiring and mass recruitment are fast, labor-intensive processes. With so many moving parts that could  

affect your business operations, these contract hiring solutions help protect your workforce and enable you 

 to grow more quickly. 

 

Consider these benefits:
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Contract workers diversify your expertise

For contract workers who have worked in contract 

positions over their careers, they bring diverse expertise 

to your business. Compared to hiring someone who 

worked for a single company for years, contract 

workers may have worked for a variety of businesses 

or industries – even potentially for your competitors. 

They can bring new ideas and insights that can help 

your business innovate and grow more quickly as you 

launch or expand.

Contract workers may be eager to learn, since contract 

work gives them the opportunity to diversify their 

skills and experience. They know their time with you 

may be limited, so they may be more likely than full-

time employees to seek out learning, training and 

development opportunities.

Contract-to-hire workers may go above and beyond in 

their job duties, as well, so that you consider them for 

full-time positions once the contract expires. Factors 

like these can enhance the quality of work you receive 

from contract and contract-to-hire workers. That 

ultimately bolsters the quality of your production and 

the results you can achieve for your business.

Contract workers can fit any budget

Another potential benefit of hiring contract workers is 

that you may be able to save money. While contract 

workers can potentially earn more on an hourly basis 

compared to full-time employees, you can save money 

overall depending on the contract worker’s benefits and 

work environment.

For example, if most of your full-time employees work 

in a physical office space, but your contract workers 

work remotely, that saves you on expenses for office 

space. The savings you accumulate from not paying 

benefits like paid time off, 401(k) matching and/or 

health insurance can also add up. You can allocate 

those savings to growing your business, which may 

result in you having a bigger budget to hire more full-

time employees in the future.

You may also increase efficiency in your operations, as 

contract and contract-to-hire job responsibilities may 

be more focused. While full-time employees’ time may 

be wasted by attending meetings they don’t really need 

to be in, for example, contract workers generally have 

clear expectations and deadlines to follow. That helps 

you understand the exact return on investment you’re 

getting with a contract worker, compared to a full-time 

employee whose duties may vary.

2 3

Contract workers may be  
eager to learn, since  

contract work gives them the 
opportunity to diversify  

their skills and experience.
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Contract and contract-to-hire roles expand your talent pool

Amid the volume hiring process, your main goal may be to ultimately hire permanent 

full-time employees to grow your workforce. By making your current open roles 

contract- and/or contract-to-hire-friendly, you can widen your talent pool in the 

meantime.

Your best candidates may only be interested in contract or contract-to-hire roles at the 

moment. Creating these roles can help you get more eyeballs on your job postings and 

bring more talent in. If contract workers discover they enjoy working for your business 

and want to do so long-term, they have the potential to turn into full-time employees.

Non-permanent work positions in general are becoming more popular and more widely 

acceptable by all generations of working professionals today. Statista reports in 2020, 

there were 59 million people doing freelance work in the U.S., an increase from 53 

million in 2014.

As the gig economy of independent contractors increases in popularity, we may also 

see a rise in the number of contract workers there are. Full-time professionals who are 

curious about changing their career path may turn to contract contract roles to test the 

waters. By offering contract and contract-to-hire roles, you may be able to hire more 

talented professionals, more quickly, to better meet your volume hiring needs.

Another way contract workers can expand your talent pool? Through referrals. Contract 

workers may know other contract workers in their network who are looking for similar 

contract work that helps them grow their skills and experience. For your future hiring 

needs, hiring contract and contract-to-hire positions now can set you up for success.

Contract and contract-to-hire professionals are ready to get to work

Contract and contract-to-hire professionals don’t need to give their employers  

two weeks’ notice that they’re leaving. Their contract states when their end date is, 

which helps you create clear timelines if you decide to hire them.

For contract and contract-to-hire candidates who are currently open to work, they 

could start at your company tomorrow. For those who have contracts that are nearing 

the end, they can tell you exactly when their last day at their current job is, so you  

can plan their arrival at yours should you choose to hire them.

This level of predictability can be helpful during complicated volume hiring processes. 

Clear expectations help you plan better and move forward with your new  

business operations.

4

5
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Tips for
Attracting Contract Workers
During Volume Hiring
When you have volume hiring needs and want to target contract workers, you can use the following tips to position 

your company as an attractive place to work for those considering contract and contract-to-hire roles.

Use keywords like “contract position,” “contract position” or “contract-to-hire” in your job 

descriptions to optimize them for job bank search engines and websites like LinkedIn. Feature 

these keywords early on and prominently in the descriptions to make it clear that the position is  

a contract or contract-to-hire role.

If the role has the potential to turn into a full-time position, clearly state how long after the  

job acceptance that consideration will take place. Include a realistic timeframe for how long  

the contract role is expected to last and any next steps that will take place once the contract 

finishes out.

Ask your full-time employees to provide suggestions for how to craft accurate job descriptions. 

Rank your must-have qualities and skills, and ensure those are featured in the job description.  

The contract and contract-to-hire employees you bring on may be supporting your existing  

full-time workforce, so collaborate with those workers to optimize your descriptions

Create Clear Job Descriptions
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Depending on where your business headquarters are located, you may be required by 

law to post salary information on a job description. Even if you’re not legally required 

to, posting a salary range can give you an advantage over competitors looking to hire 

contract workers. According to a study of 450 people by LinkedIn, salary information 

was the most captivating detail on a job description.

Many people won’t bother to spend time filling out 
an application when there’s no salary information 

available. You can set up realistic expectations about 
a position from the start by adding this information to 

a contract or contract-to-hire job posting.

Include Salary Information
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A talent acquisition firm that specializes in contract and contract-to-hire workers will already 

have a talent pipeline in place to funnel relevant candidates to your jobs. A recruiter will also 

be able to increase engagement among job candidates, which is crucial during volume hiring 

periods that require fast decisions and high-quality candidates.

There are many benefits to partnering with a recruiter for volume hiring, including:

Partner with a Talent Acquisition Firm

When you work with a talent acquisition firm, be transparent and thorough in what you’re 

looking for in a candidate. Explain the details that will help you make the final decisions in 

who you choose to hire. That will help your recruiting partner find the best matches for your 

company and engage with them before they seek out opportunities from your competitors.

Strategy creation to optimize your time and budget.

Faster hiring when you have a partner dedicated to the process.

Access to diverse talent throughout the country, including  
those looking for remote work opportunities.

The use of recruiting technology that provides your business  
with valuable hiring data and analytics.

Better quality of candidates through advanced screening methods.

Reduced burden on your existing full-time staff, which can help  
you maintain the consistency of your current operations.
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Contact AccruePartners 
for Volume Hiring Needs

Starting a new business? Ramping up operations? Need to hire many people in a short amount of time?

AccruePartners can help. We provide businesses throughout the U.S. with volume hiring  
talent solutions, including for contract and contract-to-hire roles. Our talent pipeline has candidates  

who can help your business grow and succeed.

Contact us for a free consultation on how we can help you with volume hiring needs.

B U I L D I N G  P E O P L E ,  C O M PA N I E S  &  C A R E E R S

1000 W. Morehead Street
Suite 200, Charlotte, NC 28208

accruepartners.com


